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Drivers of interannual sea level variability along the coast

High-latitude signals

1. What are the relative contributions of local and remote forcings？
2. Is the role of local and remote forcings changing with time? 
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Methods: Local forcings

1. Sea level pressure

2. Alongshore wind stress

3. River runoff

 

 

 



Methods: Remote forcings

 

1. High-latitude signals and Rossby waves (Minobe et al., 2017)

2. Role of Gulf Stream
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Role of high-latitude 
forcings:
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Role of Rossby waves:

most important in the 
SAB
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 Role of upstream Gulf Stream on coastal sea level 

The upstream Gulf Stream strength is the most important



 Role of downstream Gulf Stream

The downstream Gulf Stream location is the most important



Sea level variance explained by local forcings over 31-year 
moving windows



Roles of NAO



Summary

What are the relative contributions of local and remote forcings？

�Local and remote forcings are the most important for the interannual sea level 

variability in the northeast and southeast U.S. coast, respectively.

�Rossby waves，upstream Gulf Stream strength, and downstream Gulf Stream 

location are the most important along the southeast coast, while remote forcings 

from the high latitudes are the most important along the northeast coast.

Is the role of local and remote forcings changing with time? 

� The role of sea level pressure in driving interannual sea level variability along the 

northeast U.S. coast significantly increases in recent 30 years, which is related to 

the summer NAO.



Thank you



Role of Rossby waves
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 Winds along the Grand Banks 


